With the name of Allah, the Impartial, the Compassionate.

(109) Al-Insaan
The name ‘Kafiroon’- Disbelievers- is taken from the first verse of this Surah. It is
revealed during the Meccan life of Prophet Muhammad. The Meccan pagans
approached Prophet’s Paternal Uncle- Abu Twalib and told him that they are ready to
worship Allah-the Deity- if Muhammad allows them to worship their deities whom their
forefathers used to worship. When Abu Twalib informed this matter to Prophet, this
Surah is revealed as a reply. Then Prophet told: “If you give me the Sun on my right hand
and the Moon on my left, I should not give up this mission. These are not my words, but
words from Allah- Lord of the worlds”.
With the name of Allah, the Impartial, the Compassionate
1. You say: Oh you disbelievers!
Disbelievers are those who hide and reject Adhikr- Adhikr. During Prophet’s time the
disbelievers were his people who were literates. Whereas he and most of his
companions were illiterates. But today, the disbelievers are those who hide Adhikr
knowingly and who reject It blindly after receiving It. The verse 2: 39 says: ”And those
who hide and reject with Our verses, such are the inmates of the fire; they shall remain
in it forever”. This verse commands the believer to identify disbelievers among the
people by utilizing the Criterion-Adhikr- and address them as ‘Kafir’. The disbelievers
mentioned in the verse 2:6 are the hypocrites who will enter the Hell without Trial,
while the disbelievers mentioned in the verse 39:71 are the blind followers who will be
driven to Hell after Trial. Read together 4: 140 and 33: 1, 48. To any of them, at the time
of their death Lord will tell that they were among disbelievers as mentioned in the verse
39:59. See the explanation 9: 73; 39: 7-8 and 41: 26-29.
2. I am not serving what you are serving.
Today this verse commands the believer-who is the one from every thousand to the
Paradise- to tell like this to the disbelievers- who are the 999 people out of every 1000
to the Hell. A believer believes with the One, introduced by 6236 verses of the Book. But
the disbelievers as well as those who associate in the dominion of Allah take some
verses neglecting others and thus both of them do not consider Allah as He should be

considered. All the groups from Muslims are belonging to the disbeliever Satan’s party.
In the verse 11: 17 says that any one from the Muslim groups hide Adhikr- the Witness,
the Fire is promised for him. Read together 4: 150-151. See the explanation 6: 91-92 and
39: 65-66.
3. And You are not serving Whom I am serving.
The believer believes with Allah- the Lord of the worlds- Who has no particular relation
with any nation, religion, caste, sex, color, language etc. except with the Heedful.
Heedful are those who received the Truth-Adhikr- and made It truth is told in the verse:
39: 33. Read together 2: 62 and 49: 13. Believer worships the Believer- Allah- whereas
the disbelievers worship the Kafir-Satan. Believer considers Impartial Allah as the
Monarch, Dictator, supreme Almighty etc. whereas the disbelievers are having foolish
concepts about Him. See the explanation 16: 36; 39: 41 and 103: 1-3.
4. And I will not serve whom you are serving
The believer should serve and live only for the Almighty Creator. He should say like this
to the disbelievers: “I, the believer is in a conscious that the prayer and deeds will be
accepted only from a believer; and one can become a believer with Adhikr- the
Permission of Allah. But you disbelievers are doing deeds without Adhikr having the
dilemma that you are a believer or not. But I am sure that I am a believer with Adhikrthe Rigid Truth. As per the verse 67:22 you disbelievers are walking prone on your faces,
fearing everyone. But I, the believer who holdfast the unbroken Rope-Adhikr- is walking
proudly upright”. See the explanation 2: 186; 3: 79-80 and 10:100.
5. You are not going to serve Whom I am serving
There are two parties among the mankind. First is the party of the Believer Allah’s party
mentioned in the verses 5: 56 and 58: 22. All the Prophets, Messengers and believers
from Adam to the Last Day belong to this party which only prospers. Second is the party
of Satan mentioned in the verse 58: 19. Human satanic Hypocrites and their blind
followers who failed to make their soul mate a believer with Adhikr belong to this party.
When believers recite the verse 1:4 they will think in mind: “We, the one from every
thousand do live only for serving You (Allah) and we do seek help only from You.
Whoever recites this verse without this intention is the servant of Satan. See the
explanation 36: 59-62 and 61: 10-14.

6. You have your Dheen; while I have the Dheen.
‘Dheen’ means the way of life. Remember that Allah didn’t tell Prophet to say: “You
have your Dheen while I have my Dheen”. It is because Prophet’s and the believer’s
‘Dheen’ is ‘Islam’-the true way of life approved by Lord of the worlds. The verse 3: 19
says: “Surely, the only ‘Dheen’ -way of life- with Allah is Islam. Those who received the
Book differed only after knowledge came to them, out of envy for one another.
Whoever hides the verses of Allah after receiving It, and then surely Allah is prompt in
reckoning.”
Some hypocrites distort this verse as: “You have your Dheen and I have my Dheen”.
They are justifying this by saying that during early period the Arabic letter “ Ya’ ” was
there in the word ‘Dheen’ (which gives the meaning “my Dheen”) and later that “Ya” is
lost. But these enemies of Allah are saying this without considering the word “Dheeni”
specified both in the verses 10: 104 and 39: 14.
Similarly these liars are saying that ‘Hadeeth’ is Prophet’s word. But Prophet himself
told: “The best ‘Hadeeth’ is the Book of Allah- Adhikr. See the explanation 4: 78 and 63:
1.

